This week in the ShapeShift DAO, we have been discussing various initiatives and proposals during our weekly governance meeting. We have three active workstreams for voting and new proposals in addition to a weekly governance meeting. Get involved, join in on the discussions and vote with your FOX to support the governance of the ShapeShift DAO.

**Weekly Governance Meetings**
- December 23, 2021 – 3:00 pm
- Weekly Governance Meeting
- December 20, 2021 – 10:30 am
- ShapeShift DAO Weekly Ops Sprint

**New Forum Posts (Ideation)**
- Best Day Ever!

**New Forum Posts (Discussion)**
- Propose in Building Brand & Creative Services Framework
- Propose to operate an Osmosis Validator
- Responsible Disclosure
- Ensure Reusable Funding for Treasury FOX
- [Your proposal title] with your FOX
- Total Proposed Budget: $686,049
- Total Proposed Budget: $102,000
- Please provide an idea for a new proposal
- Communicate ideas, create materials to educate FOX stakeholders
- Use the social media platform of your choice to spread your proposal and expand the visibility of the ShapeShift DAO.

**KEY DATES (MDT – 06:00)**
- January 2022 – 10:00 am: Weekly Governance Meeting
- January 2022 – 10:30 am: ShapeShift DAO Weekly Ops Sprint

**USEFUL LINKS**
- Propose a Responsible Disclosure Program
- Ensure Reusable Funding for Treasury FOX
- [Your proposal title] with your FOX
- Communicate ideas, create materials to educate FOX stakeholders
- Use the social media platform of your choice to spread your proposal and expand the visibility of the ShapeShift DAO.

**WEEKLY PROPOSALS**
- Propose in Building Brand & Creative Services Framework
- Propose to operate an Osmosis Validator
- Communication ideas, create materials to educate FOX stakeholders
- Use the social media platform of your choice to spread your proposal and expand the visibility of the ShapeShift DAO.

**Weekly Governance Meeting**
- December 23, 2021 – 3:00 pm
- New Forum Posts (Ideation)
- Propose in Building Brand & Creative Services Framework
- Propose to operate an Osmosis Validator
- Communication ideas, create materials to educate FOX stakeholders
- Use the social media platform of your choice to spread your proposal and expand the visibility of the ShapeShift DAO.

**New Forum Posts (Discussion)**
- Propose in Building Brand & Creative Services Framework
- Propose to operate an Osmosis Validator
- Communication ideas, create materials to educate FOX stakeholders
- Use the social media platform of your choice to spread your proposal and expand the visibility of the ShapeShift DAO.

**Active Proposals**
- Total Proposed Budget: $686,049
- Total Proposed Budget: $102,000
- Please provide an idea for a new proposal
- Communicate ideas, create materials to educate FOX stakeholders
- Use the social media platform of your choice to spread your proposal and expand the visibility of the ShapeShift DAO.